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THE MEDIA UNFAIRLY DUMPS ON HILLARY AGAIN…

THIS “TRANSPARENCY" ATTACK ON HER ILLNESS IS BULLSHIT…
AND MY FIGURE HAS BEEN 23% OF AMERICANS BEING “DEPLORABLE” FOR SEVERAL YEARS NOW…

This is bullshit. It really is. And this time it’s ALL of the television media… as
Fox News and the vomit-sphere rides it likes it’s high-tide in a fucking tsunami!
God forbid that Hillary Clinton not let us know her every move in what I am
sure was a seriously upsetting private moment in her life.
And now we must see her health records… when anything she turns in will be
scrutinized and conspiratized (new word!) into meanings beyond belief!
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Haven’t you heard? (or read in ALL CAPS?) Hillary is using a “stunt double”!
How would any of you feel if you had to turn over all of your medical history?
Before 2000… when McCain turned in 1500 documents… this wasn’t a thing.
If FDR had to turn over his health records he would have lost… the depression
might have been longer… and who the hell knows about World War II.
If Kennedy had to turn over his health records we would have gotten the
devastation of Richard Nixon handed to us at a much earlier date.
FDR’s doctor knew that he only had a short time to live just before his fourth
term. But FDR wanted to witness freedom’s final victory, so he “soldiered on”
until the end… and he died a few short months after his fourth inauguration.
We have Vice Presidents for this very reason.
And I don’t think that most Americans care about these “missing Hillary
moments” or health “transparency” as they understand when bad physical
things happen to older people. I’m one myself. So I get it…
But it is THE MEDIA that is pissed off and upset… NOT the American people.
Just because they maybe missed a short bit in the “big story”.
And Hillary has kept away from them for as much as possible.
They may all terribly fear Donald Trump… but they hate Hillary Clinton…
And… Hillary hates them as well… for historically obvious reasons.
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No one’s underwear drawer has been gone through quite as viciously as hers.
But she has become a woman of steel. That likes her privacy. It is what it is.
The conspiracy theories about her health have been haunting the “Alt-Right”
vomit-sphere online for around a year now. Thanks to Alex Jones.
And now it’s Christmas in September with Hillary actually being sick.
Hillary’s comment about the “basket of deplorables” was actually quite true
and on target. She knew she was on camera. This was no “47% moment”.
Hillary said it because she knew it was true. She should have defended the
whole thing. And flown it like a flag of strength.
I have been immersed deeply in politics for my entire adult life…
And I have figured the “deplorable” number to be around 23% of America.
That is… if you count up all the racists, bigots, homophobes, nativists, coalrollers, and the entire list of “deplorables” of whom Hillary so valiantly spoke.
We are a racist nation… very true… and we STILL have a lot of work to do…
Just look at what the invention of the camera phone has shown us.
And the cesspool of “deplorables” that Donald Trump has been able to fester.
(Check out the stats on Donald Trumps “lemming” followers…)
These are not just racists and bigots, but also climate-change deniers that are
blocking improvements to our world’s health and destroying our future.
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These include people like those idiots that have taken up the “sport” of
“rolling coal” by altering the pollution protecting parts of their diesel trucks to
dump enormous flumes of black smoke onto hybrid drivers and bicyclists.
Can anyone claim that people that would do such a thing are not “deplorable”?
Merriam Webster defines “deplorable” as… “very bad in a way that causes
shock, fear, or disgust : deserving to be deplored”. I’d say that fits perfectly!
Those elected to Congress from carefully re-districted “deplorable” islands of
hatred and stupidity have recently been keeping us from having funding for
Zika because they insisted on using the bill to tag on more attacks and
restrictions to Planned Parenthood (who will of course be doing a lot of the
treatment and counseling for low income women with Zika in America).
These are also many of the Congressmen that voted against aid to 911 first
responders… but have rarely said “no” to a thing in the military industrial
complex budget. With Trump calling for a massive increase in arms spending.
And they also want to block my own access to healthcare.
23% of America is making most of our Congressional decisions these days.
They run the game… Because they vote…
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